
Patience, huh? We’re all perfectly patient, until we aren’t. Then everything breaks
loose. Impulse takes over. Rather than waiting for clarity, harsh words and
precipitous actions go swiftly and errantly forth. Just when God had prepared to
act for our benefit, ready to reward any little sign of patient trust, we instead
quickly change course. We give up on one thing to undertake another, and then
another and another. Opportunities, ministries, and even memberships,
friendships, relationships, and even marriages, roles, jobs, and even careers, all
sacrificed at times without truly testing and trying one’s patience. Change can be
good, even necessary. But at times, patience can be far better. The key is to
know the difference and then act accordingly.

The Bible has plenty of examples of
patience–and the lack thereof. Abraham and
Sarah couldn’t wait for their promised child and
so begot a mistress’s child whose offspring
would harass the future nation Israel. Aaron,
Israel’s first priest, couldn’t wait for Moses to
come down the mountain, fashioning a golden

calf idol that cost the lives of thousands. Saul, Israel’s first king, couldn’t wait as
the prophet instructed, so that God tore the kingdom from him. In Jesus’s
parable, the prodigal son couldn’t wait for his inheritance but wasted it on riotous
living, while the father waited and watched patiently. The Father indeed waits,
while we rush away. Why can’t we be patient? Why can’t we trust?

Patience doesn’t come from nowhere. Patience comes from exactly that
commitment to trust God. We may think it’s time for a new ministry, new
relationship, new house, or new job. But what is God saying to us? If the action
our thoughts or flesh urges us to take, or the reaction our emotions urge us to let
loose, is contrary to God’s word, then we must hold to our commitment.
Impatience is a tricky tempter. The mind can give all sorts of reasons to act or
react impulsively, just as we wish. Listen, though, to God’s Spirit. Listen to your
conscience. Study and recall God’s word. Act when the Spirit’s movement, the
mind’s conscience, and God’s word align. Conviction and its according action can
be a good thing. But patience, deliberation, reflection, and gracious response can
be far better. Don’t do as you’ll regret. Avoid the impulse in favor of the pulse of
God.


